October 2020: The AGM That
Never Was

President's Review Of The
Year
Stuart McKenzie writes: We certainly live in challenging
times. The pandemic has sadly put a stop to any type of faceto-face activity, hence the reason for this review appearing
here as opposed to being presented at the AGM.
Although this year it is The AGM That Never Was we have
received nominations for our oﬃce bearers who are all willing
to serve another year and also the management committee
who will have their number boosted. We are delighted to
welcome Pamela McKay from Lethem Park and Alan Gordon
from West Mains. If any member has a question or point of
view they wish to express they are welcome to do so (write to
committee@fedaga.org.uk). The minutes of last year's AGM
can be read here.
We held our monthly Management Committee meetings at the
Southside Community Centre until March when we started
using Zoom. The meetings have been well attended and feel
worthwhile. We discuss issues that sites are having and liaise
with the Council Allotment Service to get solutions.
I must start by thanking our Management Committee for their
wise council in helping to improve sites making the allotment
experience better for everyone. Thanks to you all on behalf of
the plotholders of Edinburgh. A special thank you to Paul Kerr
who records our meetings into meaningful minutes.
Our relationship with the Allotment Service is good. Ian
Woolard now attends a couple of meetings a year which
gives us the opportunity of a Spring and Autumn review.

At last we’re able to communicate via our monthly newsletter
to all members that have recorded their email addresses with
the Council Allotment Service.
I reported last year that we’d convinced the Council that by
changing the wording on the annual bill they would be
permitted to pass on details of who pays their membership of
the Federation. We now have over 1100 members being
sent the monthly newsletter. I hope this helps you keep up to
date with what is going on in your Federation and take
advantage of advice, discounted seeds and, when we’re able
to, events and visits.
The hope is that soon we can oﬀer the same service to site
representatives to send out site-specific newsletters to the
members on their own site. More as we have it.

Our committee meetings continue to align our meeting agenda to our
constitution. As I’ve said before, our constitution has quite simple
objectives, primarily: The co-ordination of Allotment Associations,
the protection of their interests and the improvement of their
conditions.
So the first thing we discuss is site reports. What problems are being
encountered, can we help, are there precedents? Everyone gets a
say, but most importantly there is time to try to seek resolutions.
It is frustrating that Northfield are still waiting for their mains water
connection. The Federation helped the site obtain a couple of 1000 litre
storage tanks which means no trips to the water tap at the garage over
the A1 but this is still taking far too long to fix properly.

A Small Grants Scheme was initiated this year. Sites have been able
to apply for funding for small projects to improve how the sites function.
The closing date was the end of September after which we’ll decide
how we can help fund them. Lots more in future newsletters.

Our constitution continues - To stimulate interest in and to
encourage a commitment towards horticulture in
allotments.
In the past we’ve held trips to other sites, shows and places of
interest. Sadly, this year everything planned has had to be
cancelled.
We were able to run a ‘Virtual Show’ allowing exhibits to be
submitted as an image. This proved to be quite popular with
just short of 100 exhibits. Our judge remarked on the excellent
quality on display, but such a shame we’ve not been able to
hold our regular Annual Show. Thank you, John Grace and his
team of helpers, for making the virtual replacement such a
success.
Finally, our constitution has as its last objective - To purchase,
on a co-operative basis, supplies for the use of the
members of the Federation
I hope you take advantage of our seed scheme which is
generously provided by Kings Seeds. This year we made
orders valued at over £8000. Our plotholders only paid 55% of
that and another 10% was returned to sites as an additional
commission. Please take part yourself, look out for newsletter
reminders or find full details on the website.

On top of this, we also order pallet loads of seed potatoes and
onions from Kings. (See below for details of this year's trading
scheme.) Again, it’s generally a 50% savings over buying
them from the DIY stores or online. We’ve also found a
supplier for leek plants which will be included in the scheme.
Another thank you to all the volunteers who unloaded the
pallets and sorted potatoes, but especially Willie Aitken who
bagged up all of the onions. It really was an incredible eﬀort
that was rewarded in savings to you and added commissions
to site funds. Thankfully we got all the orders out before the
lock-down.
FEDAGA also help Edinburgh Council define and
implement its Allotment Strategy. Our role is of experienced
consultants helping the Council fulfil its obligations to provide
more allotments, manage them, and improve the experience
for plotholders.
A full review of the current waiting list across Edinburgh was
completed last year. This reduced the waiting list from 3000 to
1400. It hasn’t remained like this for very long and now is back
at over 3000. The lock down increased the monthly requests
to join the waiting list by a factor of eight.

The strategy group are also trying to finalise new allotment
regulations with the Council and Scottish Government. The
pandemic has meant they haven’t progressed this year. This
makes them ten years in the making. We shall persevere.
Sadly, a good friend and allotment legend, Gilbert Clark,
passed away during the year. Gilbert retired at the AGM last
year after many decades of tending his Midmar allotment and
volunteering in the community. It was a pleasure knowing such
an active campaigner for allotments and green spaces.
Finally, this year has really demonstrated how valuable our
allotments are to our sanity. So many people have
commented on being able to visit their plots for exercise
during the lock-down. Do have a look at our ‘Covid Memories’
on our website.
Let’s all hope some form of normality returns in 2021 so we
can continue to enjoy healthy exercise, fresh food and that
community spirit so important to our mental health.

Treasurer's Report
Dave Roberts writes: FEDAGA’s continued financial goal is to reduce
the surplus built up over the years to around £8500. This will cover
expenses and advance purchases on behalf of the membership, whilst
awaiting funds from various sources. To accelerate this action, we
continue to double the £1 per member subscription payment to site
associations and have launched the small grants scheme which will
share out up to £2000 this year to help out with needed improvements
at sites.
The year started with a total of £13,406.88 and finished with
£12,653.02. An anticipated expenditure of £1000 was not made due to
the cancellation of the Allotment Show.
Items of note are commission from Kings Seeds of £809.76 (distributed
to site associations on a pro rata basis) and shop profits from the sale
of seed potatoes and onion sets of £420.19.
The only outstanding issue is the sites which have not organised a bank
account to allow the payment of subscription returns and refunds from
sales etc. There is currently £170.55 outstanding and I would
encourage these sites to organise the spending of their dues this year
and arrange bank accounts for the future.
The full accounts cannot be oﬃcially examined due to Covid
restrictions preventing meeting in other people's households. This will
be carried out as soon as possible. A copy of the accounts will be
available on request. If you wish to see them please e-mail
treasurer@fedaga.org.uk.

Potatoes, Onions, Shallots &
Leeks For 2021
Brian Bleakley writes: This year we are oﬀering the following
potatoes, onions and shallots and I require your order by 7th
November please. Get your order in to your site rep or
committee who will have the order forms. No orders direct to
FEDAGA, please.
All bags are 2.5kg except for the 2kg bags, as indicated. The
onions and shallots are in 500g bags. Potatoes are priced at
£3 a bag. Onions and shallots cost £3. Note that due to
coronavirus, we have decided to go for prepacks, so a bit
more expensive. A commission of 50p per bag of potatoes
and 25p per onion/shallot order is included and shall be
returned to your site for your funds.
Please indicate if you would accept a substitution should a
variety be unavailable. Delivery will be on the third week in
February at Inverleith allotments. Details confirming this will be
sent to your site rep.
We have a new entrant this year. Bare root leek plants at £3 for
50, to be delivered in June. The variety is Lancelot and was
very popular among those who grew them this year.
Covid restrictions are likely to be still be in force in February
when FEDAGA would normally sell surplus potatoes and
onions from the shop in Inverleith. We don't anticipate we will
be able to open the shop and so won't be buying any surplus.
Please order now to ensure you get what you require.

Potatoes:
First Earlies: Casablanca; Lady Christl; Duke of York; Pentland
Javelin; Organic Colleen; Red Duke of York.
Second Earlies: Vivaldi (2kg); Kestrel; Wilja; Nadine.
Main Crop: Cara; King Edward; Pink Gypsy; Picasso; Rooster
(2kg); Setanta; Maris Piper.
Salad: Jazzy (2kg); Charlotte; Pink Fir Apple.
Click here to go our supplier, Kings Seeds, to read about these
varieties.
Onions:
Red Karmen; Sturon; Stuttgart.
Click here for onion info.
Shallots:
Golden Gourmet; Red Sun.
And here for the shallots.
Leeks:
Lancelot (delivery in June).
For those looking for something diﬀerent and are isolating this
year you can go online and try the Potato House in Dundee.
More expensive, though.

Small Grants: Initial Awards
The Small Grant Scheme is a new FEDAGA initiative and we
were pleased to receive 14 bids by the end of September
deadline. The quality of the bids was good and the
applications were well thought out, indicating that the
allotment community is keen to develop their sites and their
communities, and prepared to used their own initiative to
broaden the range of facilities provided on their sites.
Each bid was considered and assessed looking at value for
money, community benefit and environmental benefit. A
recommendation was made on the basis of (a) approval, (b)
further consideration required in relation to costs and content
of scheme submitted and (c) rejection. Sadly, 2 bids failed.
One did not conform to the criteria and the other was
considered to be the responsibility of the Council as landlord
and manager.
The successful bids are: barrows for plotholders' belongings
held in the communal premises at Baronscourt; 2
wheelbarrows for Ferry Road; 2 trolleys each for Findlay
Avenue, Lady Road and Restalrig; and composting facilities
and tools for communal use for Saughton Mains, the tools to
be shared with other sites. Other bids are now subject to
discussion with the applicants with a view to getting the best
solution at an aﬀordable price.

Sharpen Up
The Edinburgh Tool Library is starting a tool sharpening service
at their Portobello location. You don't need to be a member.
Prices are £3.50 per tool, or 3 tools for £10.00. Click here for
further details.
This might be of interest to sites or plotholders if you're
cleaning and preparing lawnmowers, etc. for winter. Get the
blades sharpened up for next season.

Irra Pairra Pears...
...but if they're not the ripe, luscious fruits you were expecting,
more like a couple of wee turnips, try cooking them as a
savoury dish. Peeled, then dusted with ground ginger and
sumac with maybe a pinch of salt, then roasted they were a bit
of a revelation.
Most savoury pear recipes call for ripe pears but it seems that
hard, unripe ones can be cooked successfully and slow
roasting seems to be a good way of using them. One recipe
suggested roasting them with red onions, then mixing in some
cooked Puy lentils topped with halloumi. Yum. Or, as Stanley
Baxter might have said... Irra nawfy geed feed.

Next time Stanley will try a sweet corn recipe.

Willow Wanted
The Water of Leith Conservation Trust use willow to create
fences and to stabilise the riverbank of our Water of Leith. Do
you have willow growing in your plot and could spare some
'whips' that they could root themselves? You do? Then please
contact Charlotte Neary and arrange a collection with her.
Water of Leith Visitor Centre
24 Lanark Road
Edinburgh
EH14 1TQ
www.waterofleith.org.uk
admin@waterofleith.org.uk
0131 455 7367
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